

    

Abstract

The legal status of seeking blessings (barakat) Lexically, barakat and tabarruk mean

increase, blessedness and goodness. Technically, the words connot inward benefit and

increase even if they are not outwardly apparent. At times something is short in quantity

but it seems greater in amount due to baraka - The divine blessing, from the time of the

Prophet(SAW) of Allah to date, the Muslims have been benefiting from the blessings of the

righteous. Scores of verses from the Qur'an and traditions of the Holy Prophet(SAW) 

established the permissibility of seeking benefit from the pious. Traditions tell us that the

Companions used to seek divine blessings through the perspiration of the Proghet(SAW) 

and anything associated with his person. The lives of the Muslim saints also enlighten us

on the validity of seeking blessings from the relics of the pious predecessors.
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